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Mountains, watches, chocolate.
Did we forget anything?



Leading in security

At SwissGlobal we satisfy all security-related laws 

and regulations and can comply with the individual 

requirements of security-sensitive clients.

All data are stored in Switzerland in an ISO/IEC 

27001:2013 certified data center. Our security 

management system allows us to continuously im-

prove security measures and processes, and em-

ployees are trained in their security-related responsi-

bilities on a regular basis. With this setup we fulfil 

the stringent security requirements for Swiss banks.

In addition to ISO-certified IT management by our 

established Swiss-based IT partner, we offer the 

latest technologies providing state-of-the-art 

security features. 

Our core team

Our core team is made up of highly qualified trans-

lators, reviewers and editors trained and experi-

enced in your field of activity. They have the skills 

and flexibility to deal with any assignment and 

guarantee fast turnaround with no concessions on 

quality and security.

To complement our inhouse team and provide the 

expertise to cover every industry and sector, we 

also work with a network of experienced freelancers 

who are subject to a strict internal vetting process.

For specific projects we will also provide translation, 

review and editing assistance on your premises.

Your own dedicated translators – on our payroll! 

For more comprehensive corporate solutions meet- 

ing your multilingual needs, Business Process 

Outsourcing (BPO) may be the answer. A BPO can 

free up your internal headcount, optimize your 

resource planning and deliver significant cost savings. 

A BPO agreement with SwissGlobal ensures you 

will always work with the same team of professionals 

with whom you remain in direct personal contact.

Yes, there is more to Swissness than just 
the usual clichés. Think security, 
quality, punctuality and full service.

Managing your company’s multilingual communication needs is crucial to keeping your business successful. 

Partnering with a team of dedicated language professionals can be the smart and cost-effective solution, 

allowing you to concentrate fully on your core competencies. SwissGlobal Language Services AG is a globally 

oriented Swiss provider offering full-service specialized multilingual communication solutions. Our inhouse 

expertise covers financial institutions, the legal sector and pharmaceutical companies as well as other regu-

lated industries where language excellence and service quality in a secure environment are at a premium.



Local presence

Our local presence gives you continuous access to 

our experienced team of dedicated project man-

agers. They are your personal point of contact within 

our organization and will support you efficiently 

and reliably in every phase of your order. An important 

aspect of their job is to advise and assist in de-

veloping individually customized services for you.

Technology serving the client 

At SwissGlobal you benefit from a cutting-edge 

Translation Management System (TMS) and the 

most advanced Computer-Aided Translation (CAT) 

tools on the market.

Our aim is to combine cost-efficiency with a high 

standard of security in a seamless workflow 

that will enhance the quality of your translations 

and bring you genuine cost savings. 

Transparent pricing models

For every project you can choose the service and 

pricing level that best suits your specific needs, 

without having to compromise on the quality of your 

texts. Our project managers are there to help you 

choose the right model for your particular needs.

Why our proposal is the right one 

for your company

At SwissGlobal we aim at building a long-term 

partnership with our clients, based on consistently 

finding the right solution for their multilingual 

communication needs and maintaining our overriding 

commitment to quality. Partner with us and enjoy 

the following benefits:

	✹	✹ Inhouse linguists and ISO-compliant network  

  of freelancers with specific areas of expertise,  

  all translating into their mother tongue

	

	✹	✹ Local presence for direct access to your  

  dedicated partners and  flawless management  

  of your orders 

	

	✹	✹ The latest TMS technologies for ISO-compliant 

  processes and leading CAT tools for high-

  quality translation services and immediate  

  cost savings

	

	✹	✹ Focus on corporate clients to offer targeted  

  products and services combined with 

  transparent pricing models and extensive  

  business analytics information provided  

  through tailor-made reporting

	

	✹	✹ Data security and confidentiality thanks 

  to ISO-compliant processes and ISO-certified 

  IT infrastructure



SwissGlobal Language Services AG

Bruggerstrasse 69

5400 Baden

Switzerland

+41 (0)56 203 20 20

welcome@swissglobal.ch

www.swissglobal.ch

Swiss quality for your global needs.

The story behind the company

SwissGlobal Language Services AG was founded 

in 2016 by a group of professionals in response 

to a specific client need for a language service 

provider focusing on quality services and Swiss 

values such as innovation, security and confiden-

tiality. Each member of the management team 

brings a different background at executive level 

and they all complement one another with 

their long-standing experience in the language 

services sector.
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